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XTRA

DESIGN
Highlights of this issue's Xtra Design include:

International architecture and design firm
Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel unveils the
restyling of historic HQ of Italian energy
company ENEL in Rome.
The Edition collection alabaster pendant
lights from Atelier Alain Ellouz exude a warm,
delicate character to add charm to your
interior.
One Portsoken Street is the UK’s largest
design and build project is recently completed
and now ready for occupation. Office design
and build company, Oktra, have delivered
the record-breaking project.
H2R Design has worked on the design and
fit out of PLAIN, a new handcrafted dessert
concept homegrown in the UAE.
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Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel
Unveils Restyling Of Enel's
Historic HQ In Rome
International
architecture
and
design firm Antonio Citterio Patricia
Viel (ACPV) unveils the restyling of
historic HQ of Italian multinational
energy company ENEL, in Rome.
The intervention by ACPV reimagines
a building from the 1960s, rewriting
it
with
completely
different
functional principles that realign it
with the work needs of tomorrow
- having corporate welfare, urban
regeneration,
innovation
and
sustainability at the heart of the
project. The redevelopment covers
a total area of 80,000 sqm with
a project designed to increase
people's well-being through modern
and comfortable workspaces, and
enhance agile working. The lighting
and air conditioning systems
will guarantee the highest levels
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of comfort, while spaces will be
distributed to increase people’s
well-being through the alternation
of work environments and indoor
and outdoor green spaces. A gym
will also be added to the existing
facilities that include a kindergarten,
dining areas, and an auditorium.

Working on the redevelopment of the historic Enel
headquarters in Rome, ACPV's intervention brings
to life a “building-city”, composed of towers that
are harmonised by the newly found transparency of
the building envelope. The glass of the new façade
invites the eye to leap between architecture and the
surrounding vegetation. The new headquarters will be
built by applying innovative principles of bioclimatic,
sustainable and biophilic design. A digital model (BIM)
was used for the design, which collects and renders
information and 3D representations of the project’s
entire life cycle, allowing for a more efficient and
sustainable management both of the construction site
and the building. www.citterio-viel.com
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The Edition collection alabaster pendant lights from Atelier Alain Ellouz exude a warm,
delicate character to add charm to your interior. With their sober, aerial, striking or
sleek design, one element above your table offers graceful décor, or you can compose
them to set the tone in kitchens, dining rooms or restaurant settings. In an expression
of contemporary elegance, they defy the laws of gravity. These pieces give the
alabaster stone a weightlessness due to their well-balanced and harmonious floating
shapes . They share simple alabaster design and subtle geometrical contours. As direct
light or diffused radiance, they adapt to any room thanks to their easy installation.
Handcrafted by the artisans at Atelier Alain Ellouz, these lighting elements express the
stone’s vibrant richness. Whether the stone is back-lit or natural, alabaster diffuses a
delicate yet resonant light ideal for contemplation. The light is set at the core of the
stone and passes through its deeply-ingrained patterns. edition.atelieralainellouz.com

Atelier Alain Ellouz / Édition
Collection Alabaster
Pendant Lights, A Warm
Addition To Any Space
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Record-Breaking 233,000 sq ft
Design and Build Project in the UK

Originally built in the 80’s, One Portsoken Street is 233,000 sq ft of premium
office space for a range of tenants; located on the edge of the City of London,
the iconic brutalist building is connected to both London’s financial sector
and creative industries. The UK’s largest design and build project is recently
completed and now ready for
occupation.
Leading office design and build
company, Oktra, have delivered the
record-breaking project, redefining
the boundaries of design and build
by gutting the nine-storey building
and filling what was once one of the
largest atriums in Europe. The interior
optimisation has led to a 20% increase
in lettable space.
“We’ve fused the defining
characteristics of design and build
with comparatively traditional delivery
and management processes in order
to deliver the largest project in UK
design and build history,” explains
Craig Smith, Oktra’s Chief Development
Officer. (cont...)
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(cont...) “The result is a redefinition of what’s possible in design and
build: One Portsoken is a ground-breaking project for Oktra and for the
London design and build market. It’s a great thing to be involved in.” The
refurbishment includes restoration of One Portsoken’s original design elements
in order to preserve the building’s history, with all modern finishes kept neutral
in order to complement the design.
Standout elements include circular turrets, exposed concrete, terracotta floor
tiles, exposed steel beams and sweeping London views from the top floor
featuring the original atrium’s glass ceiling. One Portsoken Street is in the
process of achieving a ‘Very Good’ rating from BREEAM, the world’s leading
sustainability assessment method. 100% of site waste was diverted from
landfill; 99.35% of waste was recycled, while the other 0.65% was incinerated
to produce energy.
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These recycling efforts reduced the project’s carbon emissions by 73%. The new One
Portsoken features a lively public ground floor and landscaped open space. Floorplate sizes
range from 10,000 to 30,000 sq ft and are designed to accommodate up to three separate
tenants. The building features impressive ceiling heights ranging from 4-10 metres and
improved destination control with nine new lifts and a striking lobby space with a two-anda-half-storey atrium. www.oktra.co.uk
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Anything But PLAIN, H2R Design Designs
A Fresh New Handcrafted Dessert
Concept In City Centre Mirdif

H2R Design worked on the design and
fit out of PLAIN, a new handcrafted
dessert concept homegrown in the
UAE. Located in City Centre Mirdif,
the new unit in the mall was designed
to create a space that celebrates the
combination of high-quality desserts
in a tranquil ambience, within a
unique and uplifting experience.
The Brief: - The aim was to create a
clean yet attractive aesthetic that would complement PLAIN’s
wide range of flavours and desserts, while still allowing the
products to stand out. H2R Design was asked to develop
the brand identity and interiors harmoniously, (a task that
was carried out by the in-house branding and design team).
The design studio translated the brief holistically, creating a
neutral expression allowing all the creative and wonderful
dessert offerings to appear as anything but plain. (cont...)
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(cont...) Stainless steel is the dominant ingredient in the majority of
the metals, which sit fresh against the warmth of oak timber design
features. The brand's colours are on a mesh, allowing for the addition
of stencilled branding icons, harmonising the branding with the interior.
PLAIN's unique products, branding, and fresh neutral interiors identify
the colourways, which are of neutral blues and beiges in the branding
and the accent in the pink and tan in the furniture.
H2R Design integrated the warm pink and tan colour tones into the
fabrics of the loose furniture. The blue from the branding covers the
banquette seating, so diners can feel the connection to the interiors,
fully embracing the brand's identity. The overall colour scheme emanates
neutrality and minimalism.

(cont...) The inspiration and mood of the concept can be defined as a monochromatic
neutral space, with hints of soft colours and touches of warmth from timber furniture and
panelling on some joinery items. The overall theme is tonal and understated yet fresh. H2R
Design created a simple and sophisticated logo with clean typography paired with a playful
personality that is evident through the pastel colour palette. This has become the brands
main identifier and general tone of voice. Custom line illustrations were also introduced,
giving the brand a harmonious balance between elegance and play. H2R Design studied the
depths of PLAIN to design a space that truly reflected its identity. The research uncovered
the concept's origins, stemming as a place to serve Japanese desserts. This automatically
led to the design embracing a more minimal and tranquil approach. However, the concept
had to be more unique than that, it needed an identity for itself. Researching the menu
offerings, H2R Design incorporated tones that were inspired by the desserts.

The use of grey micro-toppings, stones, floor tiles and greys in the
structure allowed for H2R Design to create a very lightly coloured space
for the display of the food to burst and reveal its own personality. The
micro-topping and textured paint were implemented to create a neutral
but textured effect taking away from it being totally flat. However, grey
stones were used for the counter tops for durability and the with the
tiles giving off a canvas like aesthetic. Oak timber has also been used
throughout the space to ignite some warmth amongst the monochrome
mood. (cont...)

For example, the toppings on top of the kakigori (a shaved ice
dessert), added a splash of colour to the otherwise plain coloured
sweet and the honey toast and pancakes having beige and offwhite tones. This led to a neutral on the outside, a surprise on
the inside approach for PLAIN's whole design conceptualisation.
There is alignment from the entrance all the way to the counter
at the back, framing the entire space.
Tying in the branding with the interior was crucial and this is how
H2R Design created the concept from paper to build. Overall,
straight simple lines are displayed throughout the space, where
everything is there to be functional, while still maintaining a
minimal beauty. Due to how minimal the space is, H2R Design
had to pay attention to details, with how frameworks met, the
datum lines of the mesh, and perfecting every single joint.
H2R Design used neutral toned micro-topping in abundance in
addition to stones in similar in colours.
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The ceiling lighting is flush clean, minimal,
and practical, while decorative grey
neutral Muuto light fittings hang above
the perimeter tables.
H2R Design's detailed approach is also
present in the tableware, crockery and
utensils served to diners. From the
plates, the sous plats, to serviettes, the
cohesive neutral tones with soft touches
of pink and blue, similar to the fabrics
used creating the interior identity, are
reinforced. A kitchen pass was developed
to connect the back of house space to the
front of house, next to the main counter.
Originally, the flooring design also
featured micro-topping; however, for
durability tiles were used instead. Minimal
greenery with a wonderful story can be
found on the shelving and tables. These
décor pieces were purchased by a client
from a charity supporting children with
special needs. www.h2rdesign.com

(cont...) Stainless steel is the central
metal element with blackened steel
prominently displayed. The placement is
crisp and sits beautifully up against the
warmth of the timber framework. Mesh is
a distinguishable feature throughout in
the design.
There was the use of mesh to frame the
space and to create a canvas to stencil
the branding icons that represent the
food offerings. The mesh also frames
the key spaces such as the back counter.
Stencils are done with paint directly onto
the perforated mesh, bringing together
the branding icons with the interiors.
Shopfront icons represent the food
offering.
The identity is minimalistic, but the icons
add touches of playfulness. The decorative
light fittings are modest and neutral in
colour but also had to be tuned with the
luxe levels from the mall's interiors.
20
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XTRA

NEWS
Highlights of this issue's Xtra News include:

ROCKWOOL has created a series of technical
Resource Hubs to help specifiers access
information and advice on insulation
solutions. Crittall has launched T60, a highly
innovative thermally broken steel window
and door system.
HAURATON’s ‘DesignSoftware’ provides
quick, simple project design and product
specification for their surface drainage
systems.
TYDE, a Thomas Dudley Business, announces
the launch of their brand-new website and
The Automatic Door Suppliers Association
(ADSA) has seen an increase in membership
of more than 15 per cent.
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ROCKWOOL
Stone wool insulation manufacturer, ROCKWOOL has
created a series of technical Resource Hubs to help
specifiers access information and advice on specialist
insulation solutions with ease. The new Resource Hubs
span passive fire protection, HVAC, ventilated façades,
flat roofs and acoustics. Each hub has been developed
to provide visitors with extra support on more complex
insulation applications where multiple design conflicts
may be at play. For more information, search for
‘Resource Hubs’ at rockwool.com/uk

ESI CONTROLS
ESi Controls has launched its new, top of the range, 6 Series WiFi Programmable
Room Thermostat, offering the latest in heating control for homes and commercial
premises here in the UK. Fully OpenTherm compatible, this new range of controls
allows full control via the room thermostat or via a mobile phone or tablet, with a
range of features to impress even the most demanding specifier, installer or homeowner. It includes Optimum Start/Stop, Domestic Hot Water (DHW) setpoint, Hot
Water time and temperature control when working in conjunction with a wireless
cylinder thermostat, and is an ERP Class 5 Product.
www.esicontrols.co.uk

STELRAD
Leading radiator manufacturer Stelrad Radiators
has announced the addition of a new Heavy Duty
Deco radiator to its Heavy Duty radiator family.
This new addition will provide additional choice to
the commercial marketplace providing a designer
option, as the fascia of the Deco feature’s attractive
horizontal lines. It’s a high-end specification product
built to withstand high impact, yet it retains its high
heat output whilst remaining price competitive.
www.stelrad.com

THE A. PROCTOR GROUP
A new tape for use with fire-rated internal vapour control layers
is now available from the A. Proctor Group. Procheck® FR Tape,
a B-s2,d0 aluminium-faced, air and vapour tight product, is
designed to be used with Procheck A2 and Procheck FR200
vapour control layers which are part of the fire-rated system
solutions available from the A. Proctor Group. The tape is used to
seal the horizontal and vertical overlaps of these VCLs, as well as
over the fixings, around penetrations and junctions, to ensure the
internal air and vapour barrier is one continuous, seamless layer.
www.proctorgroup.com

STELRAD
Stelrad has been implementing its own pathway to environmental awareness as
part of its planned Corporate Social Responsibility policy and this has included
switching all of its electricity sourcing to renewable energy suppliers. Heading
up the switch is Mick Swann, Compliance and Facilities Manager at Stelrad’s
Mexborough, South Yorkshire headquarters. www.stelrad.com
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HAURATON
HAURATON’s new web-based application ‘DesignSoftware’ provides quick, simple
hydraulic analysis, channel sizing, project design and product specification for the
company’s range of surface drainage systems. Immediate access for registration
and use of this new hydraulic design software is achieved through the link:
www.hydraulicdesign.hauraton.com. User-friendly and free-of-charge, it provides
engineers with the flexibility to create their own drainage designs and project
specifications, with just three clicks to a hydraulic calculation. www.hauraton.co.uk
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Crittall launch innovative
thermally broken steel window
Crittall, the originator of the steel window and the
sector’s leading manufacturer, has launched T60 - a
highly innovative thermally broken steel window and
door system. T60’s slim profiles replicate original Crittall
steel windows, combining traditional aesthetics with 21st
Century levels of performance. T60 features an advanced
high density polyurethane isolator as a thermal barrier.
This, together with housing high performance double
or triple glazing up to 38mm wide, ensures the system
surpasses the requirements of current regulations while
at the same time providing contemporary levels of
comfort, particularly in harsher weather conditions where
traditional steel windows may not have previously been
sufficient. Market-leading weathertightness performance
has been tested to European and ASTM Standards.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

TBA FIREFLY’S PASSIVE FIRE
BARRIERS CPD SEMINAR
AVAILABLE ON-LINE
TBA Protective Technologies Ltd, who manufacture
the FIREFLY™ range of flexible fire barriers, have
issued their latest CPD seminar on Passive Fire
Protection (PFP) via their website. The introduction
to the new CPD begins with an overview of PFP,
citing the importance of sealing around pipework,
ducts and other penetrations. The presentation then
moves on to legal requirements. Various elements of
Part B of the Building Regulations are covered.
There are various slides showing illustrated
examples of the types of detailing required, that
good design should consider when deciding upon
the specification of a fire barrier. The seminar then
moves on to the importance of PFP components,
and provides examples of real installations. The
presentation is completed by an example of IFC
certification and the summary. www.tbafirefly.com

ADSA Welcomes New Members

TYDE Launches its Brand New Website
TYDE, a Thomas Dudley Business is proud to announce the launch of their brand-new website. Designed with
the customer in mind; TYDE’s new website provides easy access to their vast range of plumbing fittings and
spares. TYDE’s new website makes finding a product from one of their extensive product ranges as simple
as 1-2-3. One: use the handy search function to search by product code, description, brand or product name.
Two: select the product you need from the quick access menu system. And Three: click on any product as you
see them featured across the site.
If you need to access technical information such as specification sheets, instructions or install and
maintenance videos then you will find the ‘How To’ and FAQ sections of new TYDE website a great resource.
Visitors to the TYDE website will be able to create, send or download a quote request with the new Quote
Builder function. If a visitor to the website needs help locating a TYDE stockist then they can simply enter
their postcode and let the website do the rest. www.thomasdudley.co.uk/tyde
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The Automatic Door Suppliers Association
(ADSA) has seen an increase in membership
of more than 15 per cent – welcoming
more members in 2020 than ever before.
The figures, published as part of a video
highlighting the achievements of the trade
association, demonstrates the value which
membership has provided during uncertain
times, said its head.
“Our industry has been incredibly resilient
through these troubling times,” said ADSA’s Managing Director Ken Price. “Throughout
the pandemic we have tried to be responsive and flexible to the needs of our members
and provide them with the support, advice and guidance. “We have had to find
alternative ways of doing things, delivering training, raising awareness to changes in
law, standards and new processes that have been instigated by a shifting landscape of
Brexit and COVID-19. This has prompted new ways of working that our members have
found supported and we have actively reached out to encourage more companies and
individuals to join us.”
In addition to the 15 per cent uplift during 2020, ADSA membership has continued to
grow during the first quarter of 2021 – increasing membership by a further 2.6 per cent.
It has moved much of its ‘offer’ to digital platforms – introducing live stream training,
assessments, online and email bulletins, free webinars and a member academy platform
which offers more than a 100 e-learning courses. The video featuring ADSA’s highlights
can be seen at www.adsa.org.uk/membership/
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Technology Strand leads
to Company Launch

Hygienic Pedestrian Traffic
Control from TORMAX

The Three Amigos Campaign – Catherine, Simon and Paul

it uses ‘real time’ information
to enable remote or on-site
diagnostics and operations via a
digital user platform.

Three leading Midlands entrepreneurs have joined
together to launch a new venture – Strand Technologies –
producing technology-based solutions for safety, security
and control which can be used across a range of industries.
Catherine Franks, Paul Ryan and Simon Bowden all run
and manage businesses within the door hardware and
automatic doors sector and have previously partnered on
other projects.
They have now launched Strand Technologies to spearhead
a range of products which can be used to monitor and
remotely control a variety of operating systems including
automated pedestrian entrances, access control systems,
industrial doors, gates and shutters as well as road
signage and refrigeration.
Catherine Franks is heading the company as Managing
Director, overseeing day-to-day operations and aligning
Strand Technologies entrance solutions market alongside
her existing business, Strand Hardware.
Simon Bowden, who previously worked for GEZE UK,
Record and GU Automatic Doors, has taken on the role
of Commercial Director, managing sales and new product
development, while RTR founder Paul Ryan, is Director for
strategic support for business development.
The business, based in Walsall - the home of Strand
Hardware, has iContact among its product range. This is
a device which can be applied to any electro-mechanical
operating system for remote monitoring, control and
diagnostic management. By connecting the ‘black box’ to
automatic doors, industrial gates, shutters and barriers,
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iContact has a variety of
application interfaces including
‘virtual engineer’, safety reporting
and diagnostics, ‘Sentry’ for
safeguarding public buildings,
and WebTAG for commercial and
domestic remote management of
buildings.
Strand Technologies
also has the Virtual Usher – a range
of products to manage volume and
footfall entering buildings using a
traffic light management process with a user platform to
control occupancy rates.
Said Catherine: “iContact was introduced to the market
some years ago and was probably ahead of its time but
it’s application has extended well beyond its envisaged
initial use. We are continuing to develop the system to
ensure that it can be fully integrated against technology
standards across the globe. “The pandemic has taught
us that there is a need for technology-led solutions to
be applied in real situations to enable efficiencies and
cost-effective problem-solving. Strand Technologies gives
us opportunities to fully focus and develop these types
of products and systems to make life easier for the end
user.”

Offering a modular solution to the pressing need
for shops, offices, public buildings and schools to
more closely regulate the number of people entering
their facility, TORMAX has launched a new add-on
module, TORMAX count+go.

“Monitoring foot traffic is good business practice,
even when social distancing rules are relaxed,
ensuring health and safety regulations aren’t
breached and helping provide a relaxed and
welcoming environment for everyone.”

Working in tandem with any TORMAX sliding or
folding automatic entrance, this module effectively
controls the number of people entering an area,
setting the door to close when a pre-set limit is
reached.

In addition to closing the doors when the maximum
number of people entering an area has been reached,
TORMAX count+go issues a clear acoustic signal to
alert pedestrians to wait. As soon a person exits the
building, bringing the number back down, the door
returns to the open operating mode.

It also synchronises the timing of entry to ensure
a hygienic physical distance is maintained between
individuals. “The TORMAX count+go module is quick
and easy to install and doesn’t require any extra
sensors, instantly freeing up a member of staff from
having to stand at the doorway regulating access,”
said Simon Roberts, MD for TORMAX UK.

For further visual announcements to users, TORMAX
count+go is also available with an elegant display
stand featuring a large monitor for customized
messaging. A second monitor can also be integrated
as a digital advertising panel. www.tormax.co.uk

Over the years, the team have proven that they work well
together and that business can also be “fun”. In the lead
up to the launch, the directors trickled out a social media
‘teaser’ campaign, ‘The Three Amigos’, which features their
younger selves overlaid with hand-drawn illustrations of
their personality types: angel, devil and joker.
“Although we are involved in a serious business, we are
all of the same mind that it’s important to bring something
of yourself to the table. We enjoy working within our
industry and Strand Technologies creates a bridge to sell
our products within a wider range of markets. Technology
is the enabler – we are the problem-solvers.”
www.strandtech.co.uk
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Highlights of this issue's Xtra Inside include:
A new era of design freedom has emerged,
with the almost unlimited Naturdor Range
from Vicaima, re-imagining interior veneered
doors for tomorrow.
F. Ball and Co. Ltd.’s Stopgap 800 Wearcoat
has helped to create a stripped-back
warehouse feel with a visually striking floor
finish in a unique London workspace.
Pressalit, designer of accessible bathroom
solutions, has introduced a new height
adjustable Shower Change Trolley
A UK centre for health-focused scientific
excellence in Hull features a striking
interior design created with the use of
materials provided by Sto and Cardinal
Wiseman Catholic School in Birmingham has
undertaken interior wall protection work
with Yeoman Shield.
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In designing the interior, the emphasis has always been
on soft, round shapes (no sharp edges), while the colours
strike a balance between providing stimulating sensory
impressions and instilling a sense of calm. They say that
the choice of materials, such as wood, also plays a key
role because it adds warmth and naturalness.
Apart from Sweden, international research shows that the
therapeutic environment can be crucial to the treatment
of mental disorders. In fact, research from Chalmers
University of Technology proves that the right interior
design, including perfect acoustics, can reduce both the
use of physical restraint on psychiatric wards as well as the
number of sick days among employees.
Founded on the Cradle-to-Cradle design concept, Troldtekt’s
natural and inherently sustainable panels are available in
a variety of different surfaces and colours and contribute
positively to a building’s BREEAM, DGNB and LEED ratings.
In addition to their high sound absorption and tactile
surface, they offer high durability and low cost lifecycle
performance. Samples, case studies and technical guidance
are available from tel 01978 664255 or Troldtekt.co.uk
while the theme can be found at https://www.troldtekt.
com/news/themes/healing-architecture

The Impact Of
Good Acoustics
Light, air, acoustics and spatial organisation
are well recognised as essential elements when
designers work on medical and healing facilities.
This is because they have an impact on the
treatment of body and mind. Now a wealth of
information is available from Troldtekt, a leading
developer and manufacturer of acoustic ceiling
and wall solutions.
This is available in an online series of articles which
focuses on visions and practices opportunities and
pitfalls within healing architecture. Interestingly,
the
internationally
acknowledged
MIPIM
Awards have in recent years started celebrating
outstanding healthcare design.
The award is an acknowledgement of the role
architecture plays in healing and treatment of both
physical and mental illnesses. The UK’s recent
Mental Health Awareness Week also reinforces the
severity of the issues around mental health. Right
design is especially critical for people suffering
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from mental illness or feeling unwell. According
to Swedish architects White Arkitekter, a good
example is their design for the Ostra Hospital
psychiatric facility where traditional conventions
have been replaced by an open and unrestricted
environment characterised by tranquillity and
light.
The area is also not isolated from the rest of the
building. Another key aspect has been specifying
superior acoustics, such as in the psychiatric ward
in their design for the Södra Älvsborg Hospital in
Borås.
Recently shortlisted for the European Healthcare
Design 2021 Awards in the Mental Health Design
category, their starting point was that the
architecture must cater for people’s need to feel
safe and to improve their well-being.
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Veneered doors Loved for millennia,
re-imagined for
tomorrow
Decorative wood veneers can trace their ancestry back thousands of years to early Egyptian times and in
more recent centuries, the use of real wood veneers for interior doors have become synonymous with quality
and their connection with the natural environment. However, mother nature does have limitations, so when
it comes to 21st century living,
the desire to push boundaries
in design can sometimes be
curtailed either by the range
of available veneers or by how
sustainable they are.
Now a new era of design
freedom has emerged, with
the almost unlimited Naturdor
Range from Vicaima, reimagining interior veneered
doors for tomorrow.

With the introduction of Vicaima’s new Naturdor brochure, a vast array of real wood veneered door options has been
revealed. Presenting specifiers, developers and designers with an unrivalled choice of grain configurations and tonal
possibilities, together with textural feel and surface sheen options.
If this were not enough, Vicaima have also expanded their ever-popular stained veneers and image enhanced veneer
technology, creating an almost limitless array of opportunities for interiors, whether commercial or residential. Traditionalists
will enjoy the extensive selection of veneers, available in both Crown Cut and Quarter Cut options, together with an
optional deep textured finish on selected veneers where desired. These can be further enhanced with the addition of
either face grooves or decorative inlays to give that finishing touch and a sense of individuality.

However, for those looking for fresh inspiration, Vicaima have extended the selection of stained and imaged enhanced
veneers with two new ranges in particular. Naturdor Stained Extra builds upon the fashionable Exclusive EX70 collection,
with a vertical or horizontal quarter cut stained Ash veneer in 3 contemporary matt shades: Warm Umber, Dark Taupe
(below, right) and Charcoal Brown. These doors can also include an optional V shaped decorative groove, finished in a
complementary tone.
For the more adventurous, Naturdor Vision offers a welcome and inventive spectrum from light to dark, for rooms and
spaces where openings offer a focal point and comforting interaction with their surroundings; whether for living or working.
Vision presents light and contemporary tonal signals typified by Fine Sand or Fresh Bamboo (below). Alternatively, for
those seeking darker and more luxurious colour combinations, finishes such as Rich Mocha and Aged Walnut offer the
perfect solution.

These inspiring veneer ideas and much more besides can be seen in the New Vicaima Naturdor Range Brochure. Presenting
contemporary design, quality manufacture and outstanding performance, all with the environmental peace of mind that
comes with a fully certified FSC product. For further details download your copy today or visit www.vicaima.com
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Introducing the Mobile
Shower Change Trolley
from Pressalit

Pressalit, the leading Scandinavian designer of accessible
bathroom solutions, has introduced a new height
adjustable Shower Change Trolley, suitable for both adult
and child environments in Changing Places facilities,
schools or institutions. Providing safety and comfort for
both changing and assisted showering, the new Pressalit
Shower Change Trolley introduces a range of innovative
features helping users and their carers, including foldable
safety rails on all four sides and a vertical tilt mechanism.

F. Ball Trends In London Office Refurbishment
Providing for the demand for industrial-chic
office interiors, F. Ball and Co. Ltd.’s Stopgap 800
Wearcoat has helped to create a stripped-back
warehouse feel with a visually striking floor finish in
a unique London workspace.
A self-levelling floor compound for upgrading and
renovating new and existing internal floors in light
to heavy-duty applications, Stopgap 800 Wearcoat
is designed to deliver a standalone wearing surface
in industrial settings where floorcoverings are not
required to be installed.
It is also popular for domestic and commercial
projects because of its eye-catching, natural
appearance, and it has been used by contractors
from M.D.A. Contracts Ltd. to create a hard-wearing

floor in the reception, coffee bar and flexible work
area at Expressway, a community of business suites
underneath Silvertown Way flyover, adjacent to the
Royal Docks. The concrete subfloor was primed with
two dilute coats of F. Ball’s Stopgap P131 general
purpose primer.

The shower and changing trolley has been created
to combine a height adjustable changing table, with
the option to use as a waterproof shower trolley. This
flexibility is a valuable addition to any accessible or
Changing Places bathroom, in wet or dry environments.
Introducing foldable safety rails at the head and foot of
the table, as well as on both sides, improves access for
two or more carers to assist a user at the same time.
www.pressalit.com

Following this, the application of Stopgap 800
Wearcoat commenced in the 130m2 space. Owing
to the removal of internal walls to create a larger
reception, the product had to be applied at
varying depths between 5-8mm. After the levelling
compound had cured, contractors returned to seal
the floor for its protection and to enable easy
cleaning and maintenance. www.f-ball.co.uk

NEW SILHOUETTE CONCEPT
BRINGS ADDITIONAL COLOUR
TO RADS IN STOCK
The addition of a number of coloured radiators
being held in stock by Stelrad at its National
Distribution Centre to be delivered within 24 hours
of order, has been so successful that it’s adding to
the range of coloured radiators available - from June
this year. Within both the Vita and Softline Series,
the new Silhouette Concept will be available in
stylish Anthracite Grey. “The addition of coloured
options from stock has been well received,” says
Chris Harvey, Head of Marketing at the leading
radiator manufacturer.
“We’re seeing the numbers of orders increasing
week on week and as a result have decided to meet
the demand from customers by adding to the range
available in both the Vita and Softline Series.“It’s
clear that radiators are being seen by many as part
of the décor in a home rather than simply as a
heating appliance.” www.stelrad.com
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Profab Access
rises to the top

This means the riser doors are fire tested from
both sides to two hours, providing confidence
that the critical fire integrity products offer the
highest standard and most up to date evidence
for fire safety performance. The 4000 Series is
the only riser door in the UK to be independently
bi-directionally fire tested and certified by an
accredited third party to ensure legal compliance.
The steel riser doors feature a slimline construction
that doesn’t compromise on quality or functionality,
offering aesthetics without compromise. Providing
clean and concealed access to the riser shafts, the
unobtrusive doors were specified with a central
key cylinder lock and hinges on one side. This
significantly streamlined the installation process
for the team at AE Doors and reduced the risk of
damage to the doors upon installation, particularly
in the student bedrooms and bathrooms where
access was restricted.
In the event of a fire, the doors will maintain their
frame and integrity for up to two hours, preventing
the spread of fire throughout the property for
this period of time. The riser doors are 35dB
acoustic rated, smoke sealed and airtight to Part
L, whilst also featuring intumescent smoke seals
that enable occupants to safely exit the building.
Situated in the heart of Dublin just a short walk or cycle from Trinity College, Royal College of Surgeons Ireland
and University College Dublin, Scape Aungier Street is a new state-of-the-art student accommodation complex.
Offering a diverse range of high quality accommodation options, from en suite rooms in shared apartments,
through to large and premium studios, the latest Scape development features communal study spaces, large
open plan kitchens and gym areas to offer students all of the amenities they require.
As part of the construction process, 226 Profab Access 4000 Series Riser Doors were specified for installation
by AE Doors throughout every part of the building, including the communal areas and individual bedrooms.
The 4000 Series Riser Doors offer the highest standards of fire safety, supplied with comprehensive CERTIFIRE
bi-directional certification from third party accredited testing, Warrington Fire.
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By specifying the CERTIFIRE bi-directionally fire
tested 4000 Series Riser Doors, the development
is actively future proofed as the comprehensive
testing certification provides a complete and
transparent audit trail of due diligence that
evidences the products are not only fit for
purpose, but meet the duty of care required to
ensure legal compliance.

The 4000 Series Riser Doors were supplied with
a high quality powder-coated matt surface, which
were finished on-site in a range of bold colours to
reflect the contemporary interior design scheme.
Profab Access’ diverse portfolio of riser doors and
access panels are supported by a wide range of
BIM Level 2 and CAD files to aid the specification
process and streamline the initial design stages.
Manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001, the
4000 Series Riser Doors can be specified and
installed in a range of configurations.
www.profabaccess.com
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“dormakaba’s HSW range is a world leading portfolio
of single glazed moveable partitioning wall systems,
popular in airports, shops, shopping centres,
stadiums, high rise winter gardens and banks,” said
Julian Sargent, Style’s group managing director.
“It means Style now has sole UK distributor rights
of the full suite of moveable wall solutions from
dormakaba/Hüppe enabling us to fulfil our customers’
requirements in totality as well as expand into new
markets.”
The relationship between Style and dormakaba
is not a new one. The two companies forged a
pioneering relationship over 15 years ago when
Style became Dorma Hüppe’s exclusive UK partner
for its moveable walls range.
Since then, the partnership has gone from strength
to strength, which is why dormakaba has entrusted
Style with its highly desirable HSW interior glass
systems range. www.style-partitions.co.uk

Style
Secures
HSW
The UK’s leading moveable and partitioning wall specialist, Style, has further
strengthened its partnership with the dormakaba Group by securing the exclusive
UK distribution of its interior glass Horizontal Sliding Walls (HSW) range. The
partnership means that Style will now offer a complete end-to-end process for
architects, contractors and end user clients for the specification, provision and
installation of dormakaba’s HSW partitioning systems.
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“It also houses world-class science and research facilities, so
it was essential that any construction materials such as the
StoVentec Glass system could provide the highest levels of
performance and visual appeal.”

STOVENTEC GLASS
CREATES STRIKING
APPEARANCE FOR NEW
SCIENTIFIC CENTRE
A major new UK centre for health-focused scientific excellence in Hull features a
striking interior design created with the use of materials provided by Sto. RB’s £105m
Science and Innovation Centre has been constructed with the StoVentec Glass system
used inside the building. “This is a genuinely high-tech building, achieving LEED Gold
accreditation through the application of renewable energy systems and sustainability
initiatives,” explains Toby Ingle of project architects and international design practice,
Ryder Architecture.
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Some 675m2 of white StoVentec Glass were installed in a
three-story communal area inside the building. This reflects the
natural light entering via the roof skylights to create an airy
and open environment, while also contrasting visually with the
exposed brickwork featured in this area. The StoVentec Glass
panels were supplied in bespoke sizes and shapes to suit the
specific requirements of this project.
They were installed using Sto’s adjustable sub-construction
which allows the panels to be perfectly aligned to each
other, and so create the visually attractive, large and smooth
surfaces which feature in this building. In addition to being
used in the interior of a building as in this case, the StoVentec
Glass ventilated rainscreen cladding system can also be used
externally to provide an effective façade insulation system which
keeps the wall dry and allows it to breathe, while also creating
a visually striking façade. www.sto.co.uk
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School uses Time
Wisely to Protect
Interiors with
Yeoman Shield
Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School based in Kingstanding,
Birmingham, took advantage of a quieter time, with the majority
of pupils home schooling, to undertake interior wall protection
work with Yeoman Shield. Catering for 700 pupils aged 1116 the school has corridors and break-out areas throughout
the school where walls and corners especially are exposed to
marking and impact damage caused by the everyday movement
of pupils, staff and equipment.
The damage not only detracts from the smart image the
school strives to up hold in all areas, but also becomes a
strain on the maintenance budget with constant requirements
of repair and redecoration. With the aim to reduce such
damage and expenditure, after research and receiving samples,
Head Teacher, Robert Swanwick,
contacted Yeoman Shield to supply
and carry out the installation of a
complete wall protection system.
Following strict Covid guidelines
throughout the process, Yeoman
Shield’s directly employed fixing
operatives installed Yeoman Shield
FalmouthEx Wall Protection Panels,
(after boarding-out some of the
brickwork to provide an even finish),
at 1250 mm high to corridor and
dining areas in a Dusty Grey colour
to complement artwork decoration
applied to the upper walls.

Vulnerable wall corners were protected
with 75 x 75 mm corner protection in
a matching colour and Yeoman Shield
110 mm White PVCu cover over a solid
timber core skirting was added. This
full Yeoman Shield wall protection
system will abolish the future need
for repainting walls and skirting with
cleaning being the only maintenance
required, reducing budgets spends.
The rigid PVCu material that Yeoman
Shield products are manufactured from
are easy to clean, do not promote the
growth of bacteria or mould and are
not affected by the use of commercial
cleaners, assisting in the up keep of
high hygiene standards.
Mr Swanwick commented “the quality of the product is exceptional. It has been installed
for six months in some places and shows no signs of wear or tear yet. I also cannot
speak highly enough of the professionalism of the installation teams, who understand
the challenges of working in a school
environment and get on with things
quietly and efficiently. I am a very
happy customer.”
For more information on how installing
wall & door protection products can
help save on building maintenance
and help keep interiors looking smart
and clean get in contact on 0113 279
5854, info@yeomanshield.com or go
to www.yeomanshield.com

Staircase walls were also fitted with
the wall protection panels with the
addition of Yeoman Shield 50 mm
Dia. Guardian Handrail in Timber
with attractive Stainless Steel
accessories.
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Highlights of this issue's XtraViews include:
Stelrad Radiators has responded forcefully
to those people who claim that underfloor
heating is the only or ‘best solution’ for heat
pump installations.
Wojciech Broyna. MD of Aluprof UK,
discusses the many options available today
when it comes to deciding what door system
should be chosen when opening up the rear
of a home onto the garden.
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Radiators And Heat Pumps…
Are They Good Partners?
The development of lower temperature heating systems, utilising renewable heating
appliances such as air source heat pumps - has given rise to a number of questions
including where do components we have got to know and love over the years fit into
the future of heating? Stelrad Radiators has responded forcefully to those people who
claim that underfloor heating is the only or ‘best solution’ for heat pump installations.

So what is the solution – one that is cost
effective and straightforward? Do we need
to ditch radiators altogether and look for
alternatives? The simple answer is no.
Radiators will work well with heat pumps,
but you will need to increase the size of
the radiators to provide a larger metal
surface area to heat the air in the room
to the level required to provide comfort
heating. This need not involve unsightly
radiators – for one, modern radiators are
aesthetically far more attractive anyway,
but there are other solutions too.
More than 90% of all heating systems in the UK rely on radiators to share the heat around the home and
despite the arrival of underfloor heating, there is still a marked reluctance to use UFH upstairs in new
build and it is a complex option to fit as a retrofit solution – so radiators tend to win out most of the
time. Radiators heat up and cool down far more quickly than underfloor heating, something that needs
to be borne in mind when selecting the best way to share heat around the home. Remember radiators
are poorly named! Most radiators are actually convectors – there is a small amount of radiant heat from
the radiator but more than 80% of the heat is convected heat – drawn up behind the radiator where the
air passes over the metal surfaces of the radiator and heats the air in the room.
In new build housing, using a heat pump-based solution is a relatively simple solution. The heating
system can be designed into the home at the outset so you know the parameters in which the heating
system has to operate – the method of construction, the size of the rooms, the number, type and size of
doors and windows – so the heat loss calculations can be done up front and radiators sized accordingly.
The key to radiators operating well in any situation is to size them properly at the outset, which involves
accurately working out heat loss calculations to achieve the necessary number of BTUs required to
provide comfort heating in each room and to select a radiator can provide that level of heating. In
replacement heating systems for older properties there are additional issues. It’s a fact that simply
replacing a boiler with a heat pump will usually see the existing radiators unable to provide the levels
of heat needed in a home.
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You can achieve the extra boost radiators
need by replacing the existing single or
double panel radiators with the relatively
new K3 radiators that have three panels
and three sets of fins – providing the
additional metal surfaces you need but
without increasing the radiator footprint
on the wall. Major radiator manufacturers
such as Stelrad have anticipated the
significant move towards air source heat
pumps in the UK and have added new,
larger size radiators to their portfolio
providing that option.
They have also stepped up the options on
the K3 radiator designs available too. In
addition, the huge popularity of vertical
radiators has also offered a solution.
Vertical radiators clearly have a smaller
horizontal footprint than a traditional
radiator, but they can be larger by design

– taking up floor to ceiling space. It may
be more practical and more attractive to
have two modern vertical radiators in a
room than one large standard radiator
which traditionally has been placed
along under the main window. Stelrad
has developed a wider range of vertical
radiators, adding a huge number of new
designs and sizes helping to provide the
larger radiators needed by the renewable
heating options.
These take up a much-reduced horizontal
footprint to slot into smaller wall areas
in a room, to provide the levels of heat
required without taking up large wall
areas that will cause confrontation with
furniture in the rooms. Vertical radiators
can be focal points in the room, part of
the décor, and fit nooks and crannies
in a room which traditional horizontal
radiators won’t do as effectively.
Radiators are very much ‘fit for the future’
but as always, correct sizing will need
to be undertaken to ensure that they
keep the home warm and cosy. But can
radiators work well with air source heat
pumps? Very definitely yes they can - and
they already are in a host of installations
across the UK. www.stelrad.com
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Seen as an ‘aspirational’ material, its additional cost brings with it
an ‘engineered’ feel and the knowledge that aluminium can simply be
recycled back into another aluminium door in the future, indeed many
times over, with no loss of its characteristics. Would it surprise you to
know that of all the aluminium ever produced since its commercialisation
in the 1880’s, that over 75% of all production is still in use today?
Aluminium thermal breaks have become very sophisticated and
aluminium systems can easily compete on thermal insulation properties
against other materials. Where aluminium does score highly is its life
expectancy.
Given minimum maintenance and cleaning, aluminium system can last
upward of thirty years and beyond. If you look round our towns and
villages you will still see an odd house or two that has timber framed
anodised aluminium windows still performing and looking well, that’s
almost forty years!
Given that aluminium is the aspirational choice today
for homeowners, let us look at the style of openings
that can be achieved, there are basically three types.
We can specify sliding, sliding folding or an open
out ‘French door’ style, with or without side screens.
So, which to choose? Let us first consider the visual
aspect.

Choosing the
Right Door
By Wojciech Broyna - MD of Aluprof UK
There are many options available today when it comes to deciding what door system should
be chosen when opening up the rear of a home onto the garden. Not only are customers
faced with different system materials, but also what type of opening style should be chosen?
As a home improvement specialist, what should you be offering to your customers and why?
Looking at the material choice, two framing materials are predominantly being used today to
form large openings between the inside and outside of a property, that of aluminium and PVC,
both of which have their own benefits. Other frame materials include timber, steel and some
composite materials often made up of aluminium and timber.
PVC is seen as a cost-effective choice, one that is corrosion resistant which can now be provided in a range of
colours. PVC relies on a steel or aluminium core to give it structural rigidity and to help reduce thermal expansion.
The only real downside of PVC is that of its wide profiles compared to the option of aluminium or steel. Aluminium,
once the only material of choice for replacement windows, doors and sliding doors in the early 1980’s, lost a huge
amount of ground to the more ‘timber-like’ PVC in the late 1980’s and 1990’s, which then became a firmly favourite
with homeowners as a near perfect replacement for rotting timber windows at the time. Today, whilst PVC still has
a huge market share of the new house build and home improvement sectors, aluminium framed systems have
been taking a small year on year increase of the market for well over a decade.
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This is a feature of ‘what is seen’ something that
the client will have to live with for the majority of
the time as large opening doors in the UK are only
opened infrequently in summer. If an open aspect
is wanted, year-round vision, then a sliding door
could possibly offer the best option with less ‘visible’
aluminium in the ‘sightline’ between the inside and the outside.
For large sliding doors today, the ‘lift and slide’ is the best option as
these doors offer the smoothest and easiest of opening as they lift off
their weather seals when open. The only downside is that you will
only ever get a part opening, as the opening panel or panels will stack
behind each other within the opening.
To enable to have a full width clear opening, where a door system is to
be fully open, then the sliding folding option should be chosen, allowing
all the panels to concertina to one or both sides of the opening. The
next crucial decision for the customer would be the threshold detail.
For many customers, wishing the ‘bring the outside inside’, would opt
for a flush threshold with the outside of the property. This is often quite
a detail to achieve depending on the construction of the property.
Not only will the door frame need to be fitted below the inside floor
level, often below the DPC line, the outside detail should contain a
drainage detail such as a channel draining arrangement to ensure that
in heavy weather rainwater quickly drains from the threshold area.
(cont...)
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The need to understand the threshold detail and the structure
above the door and the reveals should also be carefully
considered. Older properties will have a brick or block cavity
closure with a vertical DPC, even older properties will likely
have solid walls. In order to minimise cold bridging, it may be
necessary to incorporate a thermal cavity closer or alternative
method of insulation to the reveal.
Of course, buildings are built of other materials as well as brick,
so the surveyor needs to know what to look for and what can
be fixed to. Regular yearly maintenance of doors is something
that should be considered. As many doors are built to last, the
cleaning, lubrication and adjustment will ensure not only an
extended service life but also continued ease of use. Aluprof
offer a very wide range of products and within each of the
product ranges options exist to change profile sizes and frame
conditions to meet customers’ expectations.
Using the same high-quality systems specified by architects,
Aluprof’s products are now widely use on homeowners ‘grand
designs’. With extensive growth across Europe spreading into
the Middle East and with firm roots already in the East of the
USA, the company is becoming a global player in new build and
home improvement supply. Further information is available on
the company’s website at aluprof.co.uk or direct from their UK
office in Altrincham on 0161 941 4005.

(cont...) Whilst sliding and folding doors can be provided with
a flush threshold detail, a better weather rating will normally
be obtained with a lift and slide door where the weight of the
door in the closed position effectively seals the door to the
threshold. Moving a little further into the design and structure
of the building when choosing a door, the structure of the head
of the opening should be considered carefully. Deflection in the
structure, particularly on large openings, will have a detrimental
effect on the operation of the door.
If the opening in the property has been in place for some time,
any settlement of the structure should have already taken place,
which will allow the surveyor to cater for the head deflection in
the final size of the door to be made. With a new installation,
settlement can take place over a period of time and it is
worthwhile to allow for this potential settlement in the door
size and the fixings at the head of the door.
On any wide door, and in particular sliding folding doors, any
deflection at the head of the door can cause issues with the
operation of the door, so with some adjustment built in that can
be accessed during a maintenance visit will ensure that doors
can easily be maintained for many years. Given the customer
choices, the property survey needs to be carefully undertaken
with someone who understands building structures and
importantly the requirements of the door chosen to be installed.
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Highlights of this issue's Xtra Onsite include:

Two former furniture factory buildings in East
London have been transformed into high-end
apartments with the help of Crittall windows.
A new hospice building in the Midlands
has shone the spotlight on Sto’s ability to
provide an integrated package of proven
insulation products.
A Rundum Meir slide sliding door has
provided the ideal solution for a stunning
contemporary new build dwelling in northern
Bavaria.
CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 slate has been
used to rebuild a run-down village hall, into
Loch Ness Visitor Centre, and Nordic Copper
cladding, roofing and detailing alongside
local stone walls provide a natural, timeless
material palette for holiday lodges on a site
on a cliff-top of the Jurassic Coast.
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Helping To Preserve An
Industrial Landscape
Two former furniture factory buildings in East London have been transformed
into high-end apartments with the help of Crittall windows. Long Street in the
Hackney conservation area was a key component in Shoreditch’s industrial
heritage. The area was once the heart of the capital’s furniture trade and,
following the Second World War when large tracts of land were earmarked for
comprehensive re-development, the then London County Council sought to
preserve the district’s characteristic built environment as well as local business
by constructing what were termed ‘flatted factories’.
The four-storey structural steel-framed blocks were built in Long Street in 1959
with plenty of natural daylight and generously sized lifts for transporting uncut
sheets of plywood to the upper floors.
The two blocks now form part of a
luxury residential development, Long
and Waterson. Architects Fletcher
Priest have taken their design cue
from the industrial lineage of the
area, retaining original external
brickwork and window settings and
adding two rooftop penthouse levels
creating a total of 71 apartments.
Crittall Corporate W20 and MW40
systems were specified, in fixed and
opening format together with Crittall
cold form tubular doors that meet
the RC3 burglary resistance security standard; a choice that preserves both the
original appearance and the industrial heritage of the area.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Crossrail systemwide contractor
ATC reaches for new heights with
the help of Bilco UK
With the new Elizabeth line set to deliver a 10% increase
in rail capacity across central London, the project will
provide a high frequency service that reduces journey
times and creates new travel opportunities by
linking 41 stations across 100 kilometres.
As part of the landmark construction project,
over 42 kilometres of new tunnels, 50 kilometres
of new track and 10 new stations are being
developed in conjunction with major upgrades to
the existing infrastructure.
Throughout the construction stages of the
central section, which spans from Westbourne
Park to Plumstead and Pudding Mill Lane, over
350 of Bilco UK’s innovative aluminium Ladder
Up® Safety Posts have been specified by Crossrail’s
systemwide contractor Alstom TSO Costain Joint Venture
(ATC Systemwide) to provide safe and secure access.
Weighing just seven kilograms due to the milled aluminium
construction, the resilient Ladder Up® Safety Posts will provide
engineers with unobstructed access to the walkways when
conducting essential maintenance throughout the tunnels, once
the line is operational. The unique and high quality construction
of the Ladder Up® Safety Post fulfilled each requirement of the
brief.
This includes features such as the innovative telescopic post,
which mounts permanently to the top two rungs of any fixed
ladder to provide a secure handhold that enables the user to
enter or exit the opening in an upright and balanced position.
Each ladder has been installed with two Ladder Up® Safety Posts,
which are located on either side of the ladder to provide the
direct step through onto the walkway for increased safety and
efficiency.
The telescopic tubular section automatically locks when fully
extended, while the adjustable mounting hardware accommodates
any ladder rung size or spacing. The corrosion resistant
construction can also withstand the demanding environment of
the London underground system, ensuring its successful operation
for years to come. www.bilcouk.co.uk
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Thermoblocks Support
CLT Structure In Passivhaus
Primary School Project

The redevelopment of a popular primary school for
Central Bedfordshire Council has included the specification
of Marmox Thermoblocks to tackle the critical issue of
thermal bridging around the building perimeter, as well
as beneath cross-walls to the main structure. The £7.7
million expansion and refurbishment of Thornhill Primary
School in Houghton Regis is being carried out by Ashe
Construction to the designs of ECD Architects.
In the first phase of the build carried out this year,
204 of the 600mm x 215mm x 100mm Thermoblocks
were supplied, subsequently being installed by the
groundworks sub-contractor, Thamesbridge Construction,
employing the special Marmox sealant for the overlap
joints. Marmox Thermoblocks are are formed from
sections of extruded polystyrene encapsulating two rows
of high strength, epoxy concrete mini-columns.
www.marmox.co.uk

Pictures courtesy of The AMG Group

Hospice Project
Receives Outstanding
Insulation Solution
From Sto
A new hospice building in the Midlands has shone the spotlight on Sto’s ability to provide an
integrated package of proven insulation products. The company’s StoTherm Classic M system was
specified for the new Day Hospice building at Mary Stevens Hospice in Stourbridge. The StoTherm
Classic M external wall insulation system features EPS insulation boards and entirely cement-free
components that provide an impact resistance of 60 joules, which is up to 10 times greater than
other comparable options. It carries BBA certification, and its efficient single-leaf construction
delivers excellent thermal performance.
Sto-Rotofix Mini mechanical fixings were used to install the insulation at the hospice. These feature a unique
helical construction which allows for rapid fixing of the insulation boards, but also permits them to be easily
adjusted so that a seamless façade can be created ready for rendering. The façade surfaces were then finished
with StoSilco silicone resin render. This provides high levels of water repellence and protection against harsh
and damp weather conditions, and its excellent CO2 and water vapour permeability characteristics increase
the rate of moisture transfer to encourage the wall to breathe. It is available in over 750 colours included in
the StoSilco Render Range. www.sto.co.uk
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Omnie Renewables Warming
Trio Of Five Bed Homes In
Northamptonshire
A development of three detached, five-bedroom
homes in the market town of Raunds near
Northampton is utilising renewable heat packages
featuring air source heat pumps, delivered by
whole house systems specialist, OMNIE, part of
the Ridgespear Group. The solution makes use of
quiet running heat pumps positioned at the rear of
each home, with OMNIE’s Staple underfloor heating
system installed over Cellecta Tectris insulation on
the ground floor slabs with LowBoard panels and
pipework serving the bedroom levels.
While the Staple system is covered by a
conventional screed, the LowBoard circuits are being
overlaid with 6mm plywood, ready to take either
laminate flooring or a rubber underlay in the areas
being carpeted. The LowBoard panels are a widely
specified and very popular product within OMNIE’s
Ultralow offering with an overall panel depth of
21mm, accommodating 12mm diameter pipe runs.
www.omnie.co.uk
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Bailey Streetscene Brings
External Wellbeing To
Visitors Centre

The external furniture included two new additions from the
Inspira range; a centrepiece 7.5x4.5 metre oval Inspira
planter with integrated timber seating and four L shaped
Inspira benches topped with timber that cornered the
pathways to the centre. The ever popular and versatile
Greengate Seats have been positioned overlooking the site,
providing visitors a pleasant spot to take in the views.
Stainless steel Sheffield cycle stands are dotted around
the site as well as the Cycle Hub providing multiple cycle
parking spots for the many cyclists visiting the Forest. The
canopy and pay station shelters feature a robust design
whilst maintaining a natural finish that echoes the character
of the main visitors centre and the location itself.
The project was completed in the summer of 2020 in the
midst of the pandemic, our team worked in a staggered and
coordinated effort adapting to a series of stringent safety
measures to ensure the deadline was met as safely as
possible. Due to the increased popularity of outdoor leisure
spaces, Delamere Forest has seen thousands of people
visiting the site each week.

The new £9 million development from Willmott Dixon on behalf of Forestry England, will welcome over
750,000 visitors a year. The site includes an eco friendly timber framed visitor centre, café, event spaces,
accessible toilets, 500 space car park, new cycle hub and a large outdoor covered seating area. Sustainability
was at the core of this project with solar panels, a sustainable drainage design and rainwater harvesting
all incorporated.

The new facilities are of increased importance helping people
access the forest benefiting their physical health and mental
wellbeing. Bailey Streetscene is part of the Bailey Street
Furniture Group a privately owned collection of individual
companies serving the construction sector, providing a
wide range of street furniture, playground elements and
associated services to the public realm, commercial and
educational schemes throughout the UK. www.bsfg.co.uk

Bailey Streetscene were appointed to design, manufacture and install the external furniture, a robust 15x7
metre canopy and also the car park pay station shelters to the site. All the products were manufactured and
clad in Scottish larch - Scottish larch provides a durable & natural finish and is sustainably farmed/managed.
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Magply Puts In Strong
Performance At Bat And Ball
Community Centre

A comprehensive refurbishment project, addressing a
community centre belonging to Sevenoaks District Council,
is featuring the benefits of Magply boards as the substrate
for a through-coloured render system that will be exposed
to rugged use, as well as the worst of the weather. Surrey
Screed & Renders Ltd. is the specialist sub-contractor
applying a K-Rend system across the Magply boards as
well as an area of insulation panels.
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render
system, Magply boards are far more moisture stable than
rival products thanks to their modified MgO formulation
that also represents an environmentally friendly alternative
to conventional plywood or OSB sheets. The production
process keeps the chlorine content to 0.01 %, enhancing
long-term durability, while Magply boards carry a variety of
internationally recognised accreditations.
www.magply.co.uk

Rundum Original Meets Bavarian
Brief For Contemporary Elegance
A Rundum Meir slide sliding door spanning 11m has provided the ideal solution for
a stunning contemporary new build dwelling in northern Bavaria. The architect-led
project has created an extensive new home on a site near the town of Neumarkt
adjacent to mature woodland. Linear in its form, the property’s main three storey
block features large areas of full-height glazing to the upper floors which is
shielded by external timber fins, assisting with shading but also adding a natural
aesthetic feature.
These timber elements blend comfortably with the local stone masonry to achieve
superb aesthetics and make this property a stunning example of modern European
architecture. And one of the most visible timber elements is the simple, elegant 11
m wide single direction Rundum Original side sliding door made from Larch. The
brief was to provide a door that capable of spanning a four-bay garage and be
consistent with the rest of the timber used throughout the property.
This was perfectly suited to Rundum Meir, who manufacture every garage
door specifically to meet a project’s
requirements, which in this case was
to use sustainably sourced Larch. This
door was hand-made at Rundum Meir’s
manufacturing centre near Munich. The
company also provided the technology
to automate the door operation too,
utilising Rundum Meir’s sophisticated
and reliable automation system.
www.rundum.co.uk
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New Marmox Tilebacker
Board Used For Five
Bathroom Fit-Out In Kent
Property
‘The Tilebacker’ board manufactured by Marmox
Limited, has been chosen by a specialist subcontractor working on a very large residential
property in Maidstone, to help create a total of
five bathrooms and en-suite shower rooms. The
lightweight boards are manufactured using an
extruded polystyrene base, topped with a double
layer of fibreglass mesh, embedded into a polymer
cement surface.
The boards are easy to cut and install on a full
bed of adhesive for floors and walls. In areas at
risk from damp, Marmox Waterproof Tape can be
employed to seal joints, while Marmox’s Reinforcing
Tape will provide additional strength where The
Tilebacker is being used in flooring build-ups. The
low thermal transmittance of 0.034 W/mK will help
reduce heat loss and control condensation.
www.marmox.co.uk
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Cupa Pizarras
Helps Rebuild
Loch Ness
Visitor Centre
CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 slate has been used to rebuild
a previously run-down village hall, into An Talla Loch
Ness Visitor Centre, a visitor gateway to Loch Ness
and the Caledonian Canal. The renovation project used
Heavy 3 slate for its similarities, aesthetically and
characteristically, to the traditional Scottish Ballachulish.

“As the Loch Ness centre is an extension of the original
hall building which has a traditional Ballachulish roof,
Heavy 3 slate was selected as the ideal match to maintain
the aesthetic,” commented Ian Sharpe, roofing installer
at Wyvis Roofing – contractor on the development. “I
specify Heavy 3 for many of my roofing projects as the
likeness to traditional Scottish slate is unmatched by
anything else on the market. As always, the installation
went really well and the CUPA PIZARRAS team – who
I use regularly for roofing projects - were on hand to
assist if needed.
“One particular quirk of this project was the family of
bats that had taken residence in the roof of the building.
As bats are a classed as a European protected species,
it is illegal to remove them; so, we installed a number
of lead bat vents, allowing the bats to fly in and out of
the roof space freely – yet more wildlife for visitors to
observe.” www.cupapizarras.com/uk

Part of a £2.5 million project, the developers Loch Ness
by Jacobite took over the building with the view of
creating a base for visitors to embark on a journey along
the loch. The extensive renovation of the Victorian-built
Dochgarroch Village Hall has been re-named An Talla,
meaning ‘The Hall’ in Gaelic.
It now comprises of a reception, retail outlet and café, all
built around a new central courtyard and external terrace
overlooking the Caledonian Canal towpath and quayside.
As the original slate used on the building was Scottish
Ballachulish, CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 was selected for
its shared characteristics such as its blue-black colour
and thickness. Heavy 3 slate is the best choice for repair
and replacement of traditional roofs in Scotland as it
produced at an extra thickness, 7 - 8mm, meaning it is
ideal for combatting Scotland’s inclement weather.
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Temple Meads Roof
Refurbishment
Work Protected
By Firefly Fire Barrier
A programme of works to repair and repaint
the roof structure to Bristol Temple Meads
railway station is featuring the use of the
ZEUS Horizontal fire barrier system from TBA
FIREFLY™ employed to enclose a series of
shallow arch scaffold beams or ‘cassettes’
that span the tracks, thereby protecting the
workforce from any potential train fire as they
use the access deck above.
FIREFLY™ ZEUS Horizontal 60:30 is able to
offer 30 minutes’ insulation and a full one
hour’s integrity in a variety of applications.
Third Party certified by IFCC (certificate No
1532) Zeus Horizontal comprises a flexible
fabric which is chemically treated to optimise
its thermal properties and prevent the spread
of fire. www.tbafirefly.com

Enhancing Caerphilly Castle’s
Visitor Experience With
On-Demand Power
A major development project at Wales’s largest
castle will see the creation of a range of exciting
new visitor facilities with greater flexibility for
using its outdoor public spaces through the
installation of in-ground service units from Pop Up
Power Supplies®.
As part of the improvements to Caerphilly
Castle’s outdoor spaces, an on-demand power
infrastructure will be installed, which is hidden
from view yet provides easy access to electricity
whenever required. This includes the installation
of seven Slim IGUs from Pop Up Power Supplies®
submerged 250mm into the ground at strategic
locations throughout the castle site.
The Slim IGU service units are robustly-engineered
using galvanised high grade structural steel and
feature a series of power sockets which are
accessible via a flip-lid as and when required. This
allows for hassle-free and safe hosting of outdoor
entertainment events where electricity is needed
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for lighting, sound systems, etc., as well as for
pop-up retail markets, food stalls and much more.
From an aesthetic perspective, in-ground units
are ideal because they are almost invisible. The
flip lid is recessed to allow for matching of the
surrounding ground surface, be it paving, tarmac
or grass, and the units can be used with the lids
locked down.
This means that only short cables – covered by
cable protectors – are visible when equipment is
connected and in-use. The Slim IGU is part of a
wide range of retractable, in-ground and bollard
units from Pop Up Power Supplies® which add
functionality and adaptability in all kinds of public
spaces. www.popuppower.co.uk

Enhanced Thermal Performance
For Service Families’ Accommodation
The superior quality of Reflectashield®
TF 0.81 breather membrane from the
A. Proctor Group has been installed
to ensure a highly efficient thermal
performance for a series of new
housing schemes on Salisbury Plain
set to accommodate service personnel
relocating from Germany. Reflectashield
TF 0.81 is vapour permeable, has low
emissivity and an enhanced foil surface
designed to improve the thermal
resistance of timber and steel frame
structures, and is ideally suited to
timber frame construction.
It has significant added thermal benefits to those offered by traditional breather
membranes. The water-resistant, non-woven polypropylene foil faced laminate
has a unique patented three-layer composition, providing excellent breathability,
as well as secondary protection to the building during construction, and
transportation to site. Reflectashield TF 0.81 complies well within the low
vapour resistance requirements set out by BS 4016, TRADA and the NHBC.
www.proctorgroup.com
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Kawneer curtain walling
holds a unique key to a
gateway building
Two types of curtain walling by leading UK manufacturer
Kawneer met a quartet of criteria for a new building at the
gateway to Europe’s largest clinical-academic campus. Kawneer’s
AA®110 SSG (Structurally Silicone Glazed) and AA®100 capped
aluminium curtain walling almost completely wraps the new
£25 million Citylabs 2.0 development within the Oxford Road
Corridor innovation district in Manchester.
Citylabs 2.0 is part of a £95 million expansion to the Citylabs
campus which is located at Manchester University NHS
Foundation Trust’s (MFT) Oxford Road hub and is a partnership
between MFT and the UK’s leading property provider to the
science and tech sector, Bruntwood SciTech. The project builds
on the success of Citylabs 1.0 which opened in 2014 and is
fully-let, and Citylabs 2.0 will provide world-class lab and office
space for global diagnostics company QIAGEN who have 100%
pre-let the building for their Global Centre of Excellence for
Precision Medicine.
Kawneer’s AA®110 SSG curtain walling with flush silicone
sightlines has been used throughout, while the AA®100 version
with 50mm sightlines features on the ground floor entrance
of the 8,500m2 state-of-the-art building designed by frequent
Kawneer specifiers, architects Sheppard Robson.
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The practice conceived Citylabs
2.0 as a block of accommodation
with one elevational treatment,
with recessed areas carved out of
the main block clad in alternative
materials. To realise this concept,
the main body was formed in the
Kawneer AA®110 flush cap-less
curtain walling, with a digitally
printed design to the glazing.
The concrete frame of the building
provides clear open floor plates to
support different work typologies
while the post-pensioned floor
slabs provide clear, uninterrupted
soffits for ease of services distribution. The recesses at level 5 and the plant room are clad in ribbed fibre
cement panels, the recess on the Hathersage Road elevation is clad in louvres, and the recess to the main
entrance is the Kawneer full-height AA®100 curtain walling with accentuated vertical caps.
The set back edges, and entrance canopy soffit, are clad in a bright coloured red anodized metal panel.
The AA®110 SSG curtain walling, with its wider 65mm back box, is typically specified to minimise building
movement and at Citylabs 2.0 was complemented by the fritted glazing and spandrel panels.
www.kawneer.co.uk
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Magply A1 Boards Sheath Hybrid
Elements To Modular Hotel
Build In Kent
The development of a 140 bed Hampton by Hilton Hotel
in Ashford, Kent, features Magply A1 Euroclass noncombustible boards for sheathing vertical and horizontal
sections around the six-storey modular volumetric
structure, offering excellent strength and durability
as well as Class O fire resistance and good acoustic
properties. The design made use of in-situ reinforced
concrete elements as well as steel and timber framing for
the parapet wall at roof level, both of which have been
sheathed using Magply boards.
Magply MgO boards present a fire-safe and
environmentally friendly alternative to conventional
plywood or OSB products. The different thicknesses of
panel are also widely used as a substrate board for the
direct application of proprietary render systems, flooring
and flat or pitched roof build-ups. www.magply.co.uk

Environmentally friendly
entrance
GEZE’s automatic doors provided the perfect
solution for a new building where environmentally
friendly criteria was at the heart of its design. When
CABI needed a new home to replace the old school
building they had been in for 33 years and now
required a high level of maintenance they turned to
international design practice Scott Brownrigg.
The challenge was to design an energy efficient,
purpose-built headquarters for the not-for-profit
organisation that was in keeping with their values
of protecting the environment and enhancing
bio-diversity, provided a workplace for up to 180
members of staff and was an impressive local
landmark.
The new entrance had to meet this exacting vision.
A GEZE Slimdrive SCR automatic curved sliding
door was chosen to provide a light and airy allglass lobby entrance which blends seamlessly into
the facade. The circular entrance features two
sets of automatic bi-parting curved glass sliding

doors, creating a lobby that minimises heat loss
or gain and so helps to contribute to the building’s
environmental credentials. In addition the Slimdrive
SCR combines high performance with unobtrusive
operation – the drives are just 7cm in height and
very discreet. Situated in an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and in keeping with CABI’s values
the building is topped with a living roof designed to
attract insects and birds and enhance bio-diversity.
Said Ed Hayden from Scott Brownrigg: ‘We are
extremely proud of the CABI Headquarters, it
is an eye catching building yet stays true to the
core values of the organisation. GEZE’s solution
of a lobby entrance fitted perfectly with what we
wanted to achieve‘. The CABI headquarters were
shortlisted for the ArchDaily Building of the Year
2021 Awards. www.geze.co.uk

Omnie Package Heats Low Energy
Hillside House In North Yorkshire
A contractor developer, targeting the high end property market, is utilising a renewables and underfloor heating
package from OMNIE to provide all of the space heating and hot water, as well as to maintain indoor air quality. For
the new-build five-bedroom house hear Ripon, Hotham Construction is making use of insulated concrete formwork
for the walls of structure, as well as a highly insulated pitched roof supported by JJI engineered timber joists, to
keep heating loads to a minimum. OMNIE determined that a 7kW LG Therma V air source heat pump would be
sufficient to feed the Ultimate and OgeeBoard UFH circuits, along with all of the domestic hot water requirements.
OMNIE also designed and supplied a full MVHR system for the house. The 18mm thick, precision routed XPS
insulation panels feature a special ‘diffuser channel’ concentric to the pipe runs. For the lower ground or basement,
OMNIE’s OgeeBoard XPS panels were laid throughout the bedrooms, bathrooms and a generous sized gymnasium
which adjoins the home’s plant room. www.omnie.co.uk
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Schöck Combar Ensures
Safer Tram System And
Reduced Noise
A great deal of investment is being made in the continued expansion of the Munich tram network in southern
Germany. The latest construction work involves a third-track being added just outside Munich Central Station.
The use of Combar, the electrically non-conductive glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) from Schöck, greatly
reduces noise levels at crossovers; and unlike steel solutions, poses no threat of interference to sensitive
electronic track control systems.
The Munich tram system is expected to transport in excess of 110m people this year and the rail section
outside Munich Central Station is particularly busy. During rush hour, up to six trams can run through this
double-track section every ten minutes and a third-track expansion is underway to help make operational
running smoother and more flexible. Traditionally, the track support slabs involved would be reinforced with
steel. However, this can create a safety problem with the sensor system of modern point-blocking circuits,
which work by creating a resonant circuit in the area of the crossover.
As a tram approaches the crossover, its large steel mass affects the resonant circuit, which is sensed by the
track control system. If the carrier plate is reinforced using steel, this disturbs the resonant circuit in a similar
way and may lead to interference in the point-blocking circuit – making it much more difficult for sensors to
identify the presence of the tram, thereby putting safety at risk. Any such risk is avoided by using Schöck
Combar reinforcing bars, as the glass fibre
reinforced polymer solution is neither
magnetic, nor electrically conductive.
Operational safety and vibration reduction
too - In additon to the improved operational
safety at crossovers, the use of Schöck
Combar also offers significant benefits in
reducing noise and vibration as well. A
welcome benefit, particularly for one of the
largest department stores in Germany and
also one of the most coveted large-scale
properties in Munich's city centre, which is
located adjacent to this part of the track.
Mass-spring systems for these types of track
typically consist of a rail carrier plate and a
U-Trough shaped foundation of reinforced
concrete.
The two components being
isolated to prevent mechanical vibration.
However, because of the possible risk of
local interference with the point-blocking
sensors at the crossovers – and the fact
that Combar has a tensile strength greater
than steel – it was decided to incorporate
the product in the mass-spring plates.
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Where Combar was installed in the area of the U-Trough and rail carrier plate, elastomer
sheeting was used to completely isolate the carrier plate from its surroundings. The
elastomer layer also served as lost formwork within the trough, where the Combar
elements were installed crosswise, using cable ties and concrete, strength class C30/37,
being poured in the respective section.
Combar units have a smooth base and no sharp detailing, so there is no risk of them
penetrating the elastomer layer and causing acoustic bridges. After the trough had
cured, the carrier plate, also reinforced by Combar, was then poured using concrete of
the same strength class. The construction section involved is around 1000 sq metres in
total.
Superior performance - Historically, steel has been used as the most common
reinforcement material in concrete construction. However, the material properties
of steel rebar make it unsuitable for many applications. Conversely, since its initial
introduction around fifteen years ago, Schöck Combar has gained ground in more
and more markets, demonstrating its superiority as an alternative to steel. The unique
structural and physical characteristics of the product are achieved by bundling highstrength glass fibres tightly together and pulling them through a closed chamber where
they are impregnated with a synthetic resin. The lengths are then cut and the resultant
product is a ribbed reinforcing bar made of corrosion resistant glass fibre reinforced
polymer. It is significantly lighter than steel and is neither electrically or thermally
conductive.
Exceptional versatility - Combar application
examples include its easy machinability in
tunnel construction, where boring machines
used in shaft walls of tunnels, cannot drill
through steel reinforced walls. With Combar the
machine can cut directly through the head wall.
In high voltage transformers and power plant
reactors, inductive currents are generated within
the reinforcing steel.
The heat will affect the rebar strength if
too close to the coils, but Combar remains
unaffected. And its corrosion resistance – even
from salt – is unrivalled when building bridge,
marine and harbour constructions. Also, when
it comes to onsite installation, handling Combar
is effectively no different from conventional
reinforcing steel, so no special user training is
required. www.schoeck.com
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Timeless Nordic Copper
Nordic Copper cladding, roofing and detailing alongside local stone
walls provide a natural and timeless material palette for a development
of holiday lodges on a sensitive site on a cliff-top of the Jurassic
Coast. Commanding dramatic coastal views, ‘Clifftops’ comprises five
new luxury lodges, designed by London architecture studio Morrow +
Lorraine. Its spectacular site on the Isle of Portland, Dorset, forms part
of the UNESCO World Heritage Jurassic Coast.
It sits directly above a Site of Special Scientific Interest between
Bow and Arrow Castle, a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and the
Grade II Listed Pennsylvania Castle. The architects’ response to this
particularly sensitive location was to set the building into the cliff –
apparently hewn from the ground, rather than built upon it – enabling
the Pennsylvania Castle grounds to flow over and reduce its visual
impact. The lodges are separated by stone walls which run through
the development, like groin walls on a beach, each rotating 3 degrees
from the next and stepping back randomly away from the cliff.
The walls are constructed of large, rough-cleaved blocks of the
renowned Portland stone quarried a short distance from the site,
anchoring the architecture to its locality and yielding a low carbon
footprint. Linking the groin walls, each lodges’ façade, roof and
detailing around windows are clad in Nordic Standard ‘mill finish’
copper without any additional surface treatments. Project architect
Frank Gilks commented: ‘Copper was selected for the cladding as it is
suitably robust for the harsh marine environment but it will also blend
in well with the heavily vegetated surroundings and complement the
local stone’.
Contemporary Copper Interventions - The copper and generous
glazing give the impression of thoroughly contemporary interventions
to an intriguing historic stone ruin. Together, the Nordic Copper and
Portland stone create a timeless, high quality building sitting naturally
in its environment. Towards the craggy cliff edge architecture and
landscaping become even more informal and irregular, with coastal
wildflower planting blending with the indigenous flora.
Internally, the lodges are defined by light-filled spaces with expansive
sea views. The Portland stone groin walls continue inside on the same
plane but are more refined, with smooth cut surfaces revealing the
strata of the beds of stone as if they were still in the ground, exposing
ancient fossilised sea creatures. Oak joinery and wall panelling
add warmth, and joinery frames are carefully detailed to minimise
interruption of the flow between inside and out. (cont...)
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Photos: Jim Stephenson - www.clickclickjim.com
The material is easily bent and formed, and there are
no limitations on the length of copper sheet or strip
because whole coils are treated on the production
line, not just limited size sheets. The Nordic Copper
range includes Nordic Standard ‘mill finish’, as used
at Clifftops, and Nordic Brown pre-oxidised copper,
offering lighter or darker shades of brown determined
by the thickness of the oxide layer.

(cont...) Ancient and Modern Copper - Although one of our oldest
building coverings, copper is today viewed as a thoroughly modern
architectural material. Its unique characteristics are defined
by a naturally developing patina, which provides impressive
protection against corrosion and can repair itself if damaged,
giving exceptional durability, sustainability and maintenance-free
longevity.
Within a few days of exposure to the atmosphere, a copper
surface begins to oxidise, changing from the ‘bright’ mill finish
to a chestnut brown, which gradually darkens to a chocolate
brown. Over the years with continued weathering, the distinctive
green/blue patina seen on older roofs can eventually result. This
is particularly likely in exposed locations with the patina, taking
on more of a blue hue in marine environments. More information
on the evolution of copper surfaces in different environments
can be found at: https://www.nordiccopper.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/Surface-Evolution.pdf
Natural Processes - Whether needed for refurbishment or new
contemporary architecture, the Aurubis ‘Nordic Copper’ range
can provide all these surfaces straightaway. The processes
involved are generally similar to those taking place over time in
the environment, utilising copper mineral compounds, not alien
chemical processes. All these surfaces form an integral part of
the copper, generally continuing to change over time, and are not
lifeless coatings or paint.
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The extensive Nordic Blue, Nordic Green and new
Nordic Turquoise ranges have been developed
with properties and colours based on the same
brochantite mineralogy found in natural patinas all
over the world. As well as the solid patina colours,
‘Living’ surfaces are available for each with other
intensities of patina flecks revealing some of the
dark oxidised background material.
Copper Alloys - But copper alloys are growing in
popularity as well including Nordic Bronze and Nordic
Brass – which can also be supplied pre-weathered.
The innovative Nordic Royal is an alloy of copper
with aluminium and zinc, giving it a rich golden
through-colour and making it very stable.
It has a thin protective oxide layer containing all
three alloy elements when produced. As a result, the
surface retains its golden colour and simply loses
some of its sheen over time, as the oxide layer
thickens with exposure to the atmosphere to give a
matt finish. For more information visit:
www.nordiccopper.com or email: g.bell@aurubis.com
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Yeoman Rainguard’s new
Squareline range
Discover stunning Aluminium fascia
and soffits designed to bring house
exteriors to a whole new level with
Yeoman Rainguard’s new Squareline
range. Squareline is the new range of
stunning Aluminium fascia and soffits
from Yeoman Rainguard, whose XL &
SL Aluminium gutters and downpipes
are already a firm favourite with the
housebuilding & renovating sector.
Crafted to an exceptionally high standard
these systems will be an attractive
addition to any roofline bringing a level
of style and sophistication to fascia and
soffits with Squareline’s sleek designs
proving suitable for a wide range of
properties.
Long Lifecycle - Manufactured from
2mm thick Aluminium with a polyester
powder coating, the Squareline range is
both lightweight and incredibly durable
providing a maintenance-free lifecycle
of 30+ years. As with all products
from Yeoman Rainguard’s Aluminium
range, these items are sustainable and
recyclable offering an eco-friendlier
option.
Range of Designs - With typical designs
adaptable to specific requirements to
complement a wide variety of house
styles designs, be that traditional or
modern, Squareline offers attractive and
easy to maintain fascia and soffits and
is designed to be compatible with most
rainwater systems, allowing a greater
scope of choice.
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Colour Options - Supplied in black
as standard, Squareline can also be
manufactured in any RAL or BS colour
as well as colour matching to on trend
ranges such as Little Greene and Farrow
& Ball shades as required, allowing
co-ordination with doors and window
systems.
Free Site Survey - To help you decide
which of the new Squareline products
are best suited to your project, Yeoman
Rainguard expert teams can carry out a
Covid-secure, free site survey on your
property. They will then work alongside
you to determine the products best
suited to your requirements.
An installation service is also available
ensuring peace of mind that the
Squareline products are installed
efficiently and securely for maximum
longevity. Yeoman Rainguard Squareline
fascia and soffit products are
manufactured to order with delivery time
being between 7 and 10 working days
from order confirmation.
For more information about Yeoman
Rainguard’s Squareline fascia & soffits go
to www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279
5854.
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Cupaclad® 101 Random Used
For New Sedgwick Museum
Of Earth Sciences Building
CUPA PIZARRAS’ CUPACLAD® 101 RANDOM
rainscreen cladding system has been used
to create a geologically inspired exterior for
the Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences’
new £2 million Colin Forbes Building.

all over the world and spanning a period of
around 4.5 billion years. Due to the total
size of the collection it has been stored in
various separate locations and access to
items for research has been difficult.

The world renowned Sedgwick Museum
of Earth Sciences is the oldest of the
University of Cambridge Museums and has
a central role as a teaching and research
resource for the university’s Department of
Earth Sciences.

The new building, located at the Madingley
Rise site and named after Dr Colin
Forbes, a senior figure in the university’s
Department of Earth Sciences until his
retirement, allows the collections to be
reunited in one place.

The museum’s internationally important
collection contains approximately 2 million
fossils, minerals and rocks collected from
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The building, designed by Cowper Griffith
Architects and built by RG Carter, provides
fully climate-controlled conditions for the
collection with storage systems that allow
easy access to all the specimens. The Colin
Forbes Building adjoins the A.G. Brighton
Building, which serves as the Sedgwick
Museum’s conservation centre and archive
building.
The design of the exterior includes a mix
of brickwork and slate cladding to give
the building a contemporary look while
blending with and complementing the
existing building. The mix of materials was
also important due to the need to limit the
number of glazed openings in the façade to
control the indoor environment. (cont...)
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Dr Liz Hide, Director of the Sedgwick Museum
said “We are delighted with the way in which the
slate clad exterior of the building reflects the
remarkable geological collections which it houses.
These collections are the focus of research around
important global challenges – from climate change
to evolution and extinction – and we are proud to
welcome researchers from around the world to this
high quality building. Furthermore, the cladding itself
can contribute to our public engagement – already a
visiting school group has studied the minute pyrite
crystals contained within the slate cladding.”
Taylor Maxwell is now the exclusive UK distribution
partner for CUPACLAD. When specifying this
innovative cladding solution, you will not only have
the support of Natural Slate experts but also from
a team with over 60 years’ experience in supplying
external façade solutions to the UK construction
industry. For more information about CUPA PIZARRAS
and the CUPACLAD® systems visit
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/rainscreen-cladding/

(cont...) Alice Milligan from Cowper Griffith Architects
explained: “Natural slate, a material that is formed
beneath the earth over millions of years was chosen
to reflect the fossils and rock samples housed inside
the building. In our search for a natural slate cladding
system, CUPACLAD® ticked all the boxes. The varying
width courses of the CUPACLAD® 101 RANDOM
system also allowed the impression of stratified rock
to be created to provide a further visual cue to the
geological nature of the work conducted inside. The
dark grey colouring was ideal as an appealing colour
contrast to the brickwork.”
CUPACLAD® 101 RANDOM consists of slates in sizes
of 50×15 cm, 50×20cm and 50×25cm installed in
horizontal courses to create a varied and dynamic
finish. The system is installed using specially selected
stainless steel screws that are concealed behind the
row of slates above to be invisible once installed.
CUPA PIZARRAS has also provided information to the
university about the origins of the slate used on the
building. As a result, the cladding has become a point
of interest for visitors to the building.
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T60

®

Thermal Break System

Crittall’s superb thermally broken steel window & door system ingeniously blends
style and performance. The T60 stepped profile faithfully replicates traditional
steel windows.
T60 is ideal for historic buildings and contemporary or traditional style new build projects.
• Advanced high density thermal barrier technology
• Bespoke design
• Industry leading U Values
• Accommodates double or triple glazed insulating glass units
• Fully welded, seamless frame construction
• Duralife® architectural grade polyester powder coated in any RAL or BS colour
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

t: +44 (0) 1376 530 800

e: hq@crittall-windows.co.uk
VISION | INNOVATION | SOLUTIONS www.criall-windows.co.uk

